
Registration Form 
  
Saint-Genis Badminton - 2017-18 season 
  
  
  
  
 

Welcome ! 
  
We look forward to having you join us ! In order to register, fill this form, print it and sign it. All fields should be completed unless 
stated otherwise. You will find at the end of the form a list allowing you to check that you've included everything necessary.

Personal Information

Player's first name Player's surname Date of birth

contact email address Profession (optional)

Player profile

Level

Beginner
Intermediate
Competitor

If you are a competitor, please indicate the grading and the country

Competition : Do you want to receive emails related to competitions ?

Yes No

Volunteering work : Would you like to help the club by volunteering a bit of your time occasionally ?

Yes No

Membership Fee

If possible, please pay by cheque in favour of "Saint-Genis Badminton" 
The base fee is 110€. Under certain conditions, the amount can be reduced or increased. Please tick all items that apply to you. 
Please note that more than one may apply, in which case you should sum up all of the price adjustments.

Under 21                                : -20€ M'RA card               : -30€ St-Genis resident : -10€
Badminton School lessons : +20€

For example, fee for a 19 yo player having an M'RA card       :    110€ - 20€ (-21) - 30€ ( M'RA ) =  60€ 
Fee for a 10 yo following the school lessons, living in St-Genis : 110€ - 20€ (-21) - 10€ (St-Genis) +20€ (School) = 100€

Would you like to order one or more club jerseys ? (35 € per jersey)

Jerseys fitting will take place in the first week of september. You will be able to specify the size(s) you need at that moment.

Total amount to be paid (fee + jerseys)
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Image rights disclaimer 
  
I hereby authorize Saint-Genis Badminton to use and spread - freely and non exclusively - photographs depicting the above 
mentioned player and exploit those for the purposes of Saint-Genis Badminton.

Checklist

 

License form ("Form. de prise de licence") Medical certificate
Fee payment (cheque if possible, otherwise cash) M'RA card photocopy (if applicable)

Finally, here is a list of frequently encountered problems. Please ceck the following points : 
Medical certificate: 
-  Has to be  the document of the fédération. It cannot be any paper signed by the doctor. The certificate is available at the 
following address : http://gdb.ffbad.com/2017-2018/Src/GDB-02/GUI21F1_ADM_CertificatMedical.pdf 
-  The player has to sign as well and write "Lu, compris et accepté" (i.e. read, understood and approved) just above the doctor's 
frame 
-  If the player is under 18, the sentence and signature have to be added by his or her legal representative 
-  Signature and stamp by the doctor 
-  No crossings out 
-  No reservations or conditions on the certificate 
  
Badminton license form (FFBAD): 
-  In the name of the player 
-  Club: Saint-Genis Badminton; Ligue :  "AURA"; Dept : 01 
-  Mention "Lu, compris et accepté" next to signature 
-  At the bottom : additional details of legal representative if the player is minor 
  
Payment : 
-  Payment only in euros, preferably by cheque 
-  Name of the player on the reverse side of the cheque 
-  One cheque per player 
 

Minor players : Liability waiver

Name and surname of the legal representative of the player

As legal representative of the abovementioned player, I declare being aware that Saint-Genis Badminton cannot be held 
accountable for any accident or problem occuring off the or outside the allocated lesson times. In particular, the club is not 
responsible before the player has arrived on court or after the player has left the court, even if they are still within the wider 
gymnasium.

Signature

(of the legal representative if the player is a minor) 
  
Place, date and signature
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